Office of the Director of
Starfleet Intelligence
mslourdes@gmail.com

October 11th, 2021

To All Commanding Officers,
As some of you are no doubt aware, the Department of Starfleet Intelligence (SFI:SI) is
now open. I thought I’d take a moment and explain what it is and what we’d like to do
and how we would like to include your chapter in this organization.
SFI:SI exists as a retention office, designed to assist you and your chapter with a crosspollination of ideas both for operations, retention of officers, and to build a closer
relationship between your chapter and the others within STARFLEET International. We
also are tasked with bringing the chapters and STARFLEET International together by
delivering on the promise of support and backup for you in various areas as we
become aware of difficulties and needs.
SFI:SI knows that another top-down approach is infeasible. Therefore SFI:SI is a lateral
organization, and we intend to tangibly help each other. To that end, we ask that your
chapter designate a member between who has been a STARFLEET International
member for 2 years +, is able to access the internet, and the Discord platform, to join us
as your representative in Starfleet Intelligence.
Information within SFI:SI will flow both ways so that we can understand problems, offer
solutions and assistance and get a feel for what is actually going on out on the
chapters of STARFLEET.

When your member representative joins, they speak for the general situation in your
chapter and surrounding climate. Not only that, but they will feed information back to
your chapter as to what ideas have worked for other chapters both to retain and
recruit, and ways of facing problems as they come up.
This is a volunteer situation; your member will still be your member. This will be auxiliary to
their primary role on your chapter and within STARFLEET International (as the case may
be).
You may be asking why we are not asking for you yourselves to join? While the
membership is open to any Starfleet member to join, this request is structured so that we
can get a more accurate representation of what is going on aboard everyone’s
chapters and the concerns therein. I have been a Division Head and an Executive
Officer prior to this position and one thing I have learned is that the higher you go, the
less people feel free to talk about micro and general issues. This request is made to
account for this, not to cut you out, but if you should decide to join on your own
accord, we request that you also bring along a member as outlined above for the
stated reasons.
Starfleet Intelligence is here for you and your chapter to help, to facilitate and to share
information. We are NOT a spy organization, or an all seeing eye. What your
representative shares is up to them. What you do with the information you get back is
up to you. But we are stronger together and every voice that joins us helps knit us
together and solve our collective problems.
I thank you for you time and I look forward to welcoming your representative soon.
Signed,
Lourdes Bond
Director of Starfleet Intelligence, STARFLEET International

INVITE LINK: https://discord.gg/yGbVVpsUTC
Use the invite link above for your selected member(s) to join the SFI:SI (Starfleet
Intelligence) Server on Discord. Connecting can be done either via web browser or
through a desktop or mobile application.
Should there be a difficulty connecting to the server, please send an email to:
mslourdes@gmail.com for a new invite link.

